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i n t r o D u c t i o n

In this e-book, I invite you to explore Diamond Alignment as a gateway to Wealth of 
Being … a state of inner and outer Fulfillment in which well-being and the richness 
of life are experienced spiritually, mentally, emotionally, physically and materially with 
Grace and Ease. In the Diamond perspective, Connection and Alignment with the Divine 
Power or Diamond Self Within is the key to creating true Wealth of Being in our lives.

We live in a world that is more alive with possibility than ever before in history, yet it is 
easy to get lost in the confusion and chaos of such an accelerated world. While Divine 
Energy is within all of us, our fast-paced demanding lives often prevent us from finding 
the time – or even learning how – to Connect and Align with this Divine Power Within.

How do we Connect and Align with this unlimited potential and its Diamond Blueprint 
for our lives … and soar in these exciting, yet challenging times?

How do we move beyond the horizontal trance of external conditioning and 
expectations, and live in the Highest Potential of our Soul’s Inner Truth?

How do we tap into and maintain the Joy and Equanimity that comes from Aligning 
with the richness of our Diamond Self Within?

“Diamond Alignment, for me, has proven to be the answer to these questions. 
This Sacred Technology provides a simple, yet profound way to maintain Vertical 
Alignment with the Divine Power Within and create true Wealth of Being in our lives.”

Jacqueline Joy
Creator and Founder
Diamond Alignment, A Sacred Technology



a  P e r s o n a l  J o u r n e y

At age 38, by all accounts, I looked like I had it all: excellent health, a long-term marriage, 
four beautiful children, a thriving multi-million dollar business, an active social network, 
prominence as a leader in my church and my community … a picture of intelligence, 
beauty and endless energy with nothing but years of success under my belt. I thought I 
was invincible. I had no awareness of how much was being denied inside to keep up the 
façade, of what I now know, was my horizontal trance.

What I later recognized as my Soul’s Call to Awaken occurred one night in January 1987, 
when my “perfect” life was completely dismantled in a two-minute “fall” on my kitchen 
floor – a total lapse of consciousness that came from out of the blue and ultimately 
changed the course of my life.

In the wake of my sudden collapse, I began experiencing debilitating anxiety attacks 
anytime I behaved like the “old Jacquie” superwoman. Unable to control the drastic 
shifts that were occurring with my normal indomitable willpower, I was terrified and 
sought medical help. My doctor, finding nothing wrong with me physically, prescribed 
daily alone time to “look within” instead of antidepressants to manage my anxiety.

Following his advice, I soon began to wake up to all the pain that I had been denying … 
present day and past … that was so well hidden by my social mask. In the months and 
years that followed, my “excruciatingly” perfect life began to unravel at all levels. All 
the prayers in my heart, the therapy I was now in and the inspirational talks in all the 
churches I went to … did not relieve my pain.



This “Dark Night of the Soul” initiated a daily ritual of hikes into the hills behind my 
home where I called for Divine help in my life. The Divine answered. Each day, in those 
hills, I miraculously received total relief from my pain and was recharged with hope 
and energy to carry me through another day in my tumultuous world. It took several 
years for me to realize that I was receiving Divine Energy that was freeing me from my 
horizontal trance and bringing me into Vertical Alignment with my Soul’s Inner Power 
and Wisdom.

The phenomenon of what happened on those daily hikes was pure alchemy to me as I 
did not DO anything to make this happen. For the first time in my life, I was humble and 
open to receive help. This was a true contradiction for the “superwoman” persona that 
was identified with doing everything herself.

While these daily infusions of Energy allowed me to taste the Magic of Vertical Soul 
Alignment, I was unable to maintain this Alignment in the fire of my life. Once again 
I called to the Divine for the ability to abide in this Aligned state, as opposed to 
experiencing it only 45 minutes in my day.

Again my call was answered, and over the next many years, I received the Gift of what I 
now call Diamond Alignment … the tool that Connects and Aligns me with the Divine 
or what I call my Diamond Self Within … anytime … anywhere. This Alignment has 
expanded my world, allowing me to create true Wealth of Being … wealth that far 
surpasses anything I had experienced before. To this day, this Sacred Tool enables me to 
maintain Vertical Alignment with my Soul’s Diamond Blueprint, no matter what is going 
on around me.



In 1997, I was called to make the Gift of Diamond Alignment accessible to others who 
long for the Wealth of Being I speak of. The last 10 years of my life have been devoted  
to answering this call. It is now my greatest Joy to offer Diamond Alignment to 
individuals worldwide.

“I live in constant awe and humble gratitude for the never-ending miracles that this 
Sacred Technology continues to demonstrate in my life. What I know is … it does 
not require believing or understanding or feeling or even knowing how … because 
many times I do not. What I have learned over the years is that the only thing 
required to experience the Power of Diamond Alignment is to just say ‘Yes’.”



o u r  D i a m o n D  B l u e P r i n t

In the Diamond perspective, each of us, as a spark of the Divine, arrives on this Earth 
with a Divine Blueprint … a Diamond Blueprint that is imprinted with our Soul’s 
Highest Diamond Potential waiting to be awakened and actualized. This Invisible 
Blueprint of the Diamond Self Within is encoded within every cell and contains the 
unique talents and gifts which only we can express. Connection and Alignment with  
this Diamond Self ignites our inner Joy and fuels the creation of true Wealth of Being  
in our lives. Expressing our individual Diamond Blueprint not only brings us Fulfillment 
on a personal level, but also contributes to the Fulfillment of our world’s Highest 
Diamond Potential.

In our fast-paced demanding world, staying Awake and consciously maintaining 
this Alignment with the Divine Plan for our lives is difficult. When we slip out of this 
Alignment into the horizontal trance, we can feel anxious, depressed and confused deep 
within, wondering “why am I here?” and “what is my purpose?” … even believing that 
we have no purpose. This unrest can be occurring on the inner levels even when we may 
be experiencing outer success.

From the Diamond point of view, these inner questions and unrest are often signals 
that our Soul is Calling us to Awaken from the horizontal trance to the next level of our 
Soul’s evolution and remember all that we truly are … Diamonds at our core.



Just as every diamond gem is unique and must be mined from deep within the 
Earth before its brilliant light can shine, so too, our unique spark of the Divine and 
its Diamond Blueprint must be mined from deep within ourselves so that our true 
Diamond Nature can shine.

“Diamond Alignment has proven to be the tool that enables me to maintain 
Connection and Alignment with my Soul’s Diamond Blueprint and create true 
Wealth of Being in my life. It is simple, yet powerful, and available to all.”



h o r i z o n ta l  t r a n c e

Creating Wealth of Being by fulfilling our Soul’s Highest Diamond Potential can be 
challenging in today’s demanding world. When the inner whisper of the Soul is drowned 
out by the information overload streaming into us from the outside horizontal world, we 
can lose the Clarity and focus of our Soul’s inner Knowing. We can become unbalanced 
and disconnected from our natural Joy. When this happens, life loses its color and 
passion. We then make choices without awareness and fall into unconscious living as if 
we are in a trance … a horizontal trance.

The overlay of this trance can cloud Conscious Connection with the Divine Power 
Within and its Divine Blueprint for our lives. When we become disconnected from our 
Inner Truth in this way, no amount of outer success seems to bring us true inner Joy, 
Equanimity or Fulfillment.

It is important to stay compassionate with ourselves regarding this trance. Information 
and impressions from the external horizontal world have been influencing us at the 
unconscious level since we were born. As children, we do not have the discernment to 
consciously choose what is true for us and filter out what is not. As a result, we can find 
ourselves as adults living out (or reacting to) someone else’s dream that may have no 
meaning or value for us. This disconnection from our Inner Truth can cause us to miss 
the opportunity to create true Wealth of Being in our lives.



When we are not aware that we have been living in this trance, we perceive ourselves 
and the world only through “horizontal” eyes. Many of our ideas and feelings about 
ourselves or life in general may not even be our own.

Physical and emotional pain can often be signs that we have slipped into the horizontal 
trance. In the Diamond viewpoint, when we experience these symptoms, it is important 
to remember not to judge ourselves. These conditions, feelings and thoughts are 
not the truth of who we are. They are simply what we are experiencing in our trance. 
We often seek relief from the tension, tiredness and toxicity of living in the trance by 
unconsciously seeking something to numb our pain and/or fill the void within us. 
This coping mechanism is normally short-lived and often leads to frustration and even 
addiction that robs us of our Freedom and our Health.

From the Diamond perspective, all things in life are seen as opportunities to evolve; 
therefore, even the trance is embraced as a gift that causes us to seek something higher. 
The uncomfortable feelings or symptoms of our trance are seen as our Soul’s Call to 
Awaken. When we say “Yes” to this Call, we have the opportunity to Awaken from our 
trance, turn within and come “home” into Vertical Alignment with the Soul … the 
Diamond Self Within.

This Alignment ultimately frees us from the limitations of our trance and enables us to 
fulfill our Highest Diamond Potential and create true Wealth of Being in our lives.

“Diamond Alignment has proven to be the surest way for me to stay Aligned, 
Awake and Conscious … free of the limitations of the trance. It is accessible to all.”



c a l l  t o  a w a k e n

Imagine a world in which we are all Connected and Aligned with our Soul’s Highest 
Purpose, saying “Yes” to living fulfilled, purposeful lives … creating the Wealth of Being 
that we deserve. Being lost in the horizontal trance is one of the strongest conditions 
that keeps us from this unlimited possibility. When it is time for us to Awaken out of this 
limiting trance, our Soul sometimes calls us “home” to our Diamond Potential through 
physical and emotional pain.

These wake-up calls can come in many forms: Death of a loved one, illness, divorce, 
depression, anxiety attacks, loss of passion for life … even children “acting out” can 
offer us the gift of Awakening from the horizontal trance. Global events, such as natural 
catastrophes, wars or terrorism, also present us with the possibility of moving beyond the 
complacency of the trance. As difficult as these events can be for us, both personally and 
collectively, we can use them as gifts to Awaken.

From the Diamond perspective, these events and circumstances are seen as opportunities 
to evolve the Soul and fulfill its Highest Potential. This shift in perception, beyond 
our everyday horizontal perspective, shifts us into Vertical Alignment with our Soul’s 
perspective. In this Alignment, we don’t judge ourselves or the world because things 
don’t look good from a horizontal viewpoint.

Rather … from the more expansive perspective of the Soul, we look deeper within and 
ask, “What can I learn from this?” This simple question moves us into a willingness to 
grow on a Soul level and opens us to something higher. It allows the Divine to work 
through us to free us from the limitations of our horizontal trance … and Vertically Align 
us with the unlimited wealth and Diamond Potential that lies within us.

“Diamond Alignment is the reason my Soul Called me to Awaken. Offering this 
Sacred Technology to you is the expression of my Soul’s Highest Diamond Potential.”



V e r t i c a l  a l i g n m e n t

In Vertical Alignment, body, mind and Spirit are aligned. In this state we are more 
relaxed, receptive and able to hear our Soul’s guidance. The expanded awareness 
that comes from this Alignment allows us to remember that we are larger than any 
circumstances around us. We are able to stay balanced and resourceful … able to take 
inspired action no matter what challenges life brings us. We feel calm, safe and held, 
unaffected by the chaos of the horizontal trance.

There are many ways to come into this Alignment, such as the practice of yoga, 
meditation, prayer and more. Even simple walks in nature bring us back into Alignment 
with the Peace and Joy of the Divine. When we lean against a great tree that is grounded 
deep in the Earth, we can sense the Energy that gives it life flowing through its trunk. 
Nature is a perfect model of what we are but often forget … physical vessels through 
which Divine Energy flows. This flow of Divine Energy is infinite and always available.

When we come into Vertical Alignment with this flow, we feel good again. We 
remember that we are not alone and do not have to do it all by ourselves. We find that 
we are able to handle our life responsibilities with greater Grace and Ease. We move 
from just surviving to thriving and feel more fulfilled from the inside out.

Vertical Alignment shifts us out of the confusion and overwhelm of our external world 
into the Clarity and Equanimity of our Diamond Nature Within. Our “Yes” to this 
Alignment makes us feel more alive, more passionate, freer to actualize our Diamond 
Blueprint and create true Wealth of Being in our lives. From this flow of Energy, we are 
able to deal with whatever comes our way.

“Diamond Alignment has proven to be the answer to maintaining this Vertical 
Alignment in the midst of my demanding world … anytime, anywhere. It is simple, 
yet profound and is available to all.”



w e a lt h  o f  B e i n g

Wealth of Being, the gift of Diamond Alignment, is a phenomenon that occurs when the 
Magic of the Sacred is infused throughout our lives. It is a quality of life fulfillment that 
grows from the inside out … from a state of such profound Peace, profound Sweetness 
and profound Expansion that it is not dependent on anything external. It arises from the 
undisturbed infinite peace that lies within us when we are in Conscious Connection with 
our True Self and the Energy of the Universe. Wealth of Being is seen as the ultimate 
gift of Diamond Alignment because Diamond Alignment Connects and Aligns us with 
the flow of this Divine Energy and the Diamond Self Within. In this Connection and 
Alignment, we experience wealth from the inside out … with the richness of our inner 
world reflected in our outer life. This congruency and integrity gives us a deep sense of 
Wholeness.

Many today are living in either Spiritual Wealth or Material Wealth, but rarely 
enjoying both fully. I, myself, was living this split until my Soul Called me to Awaken 
into Wholeness by bridging my Spiritual and Earthly worlds. Until then, my life was 
compartmentalized … I had hidden my Spiritual life (Soul) behind closed doors and was 
living as “wealthy woman of the world” in my outer life, without integrating the Spiritual 
throughout my daily Earth life in a practical way. This separation between my outer 
life and my inner world caused a great split in me that ultimately eroded my Joy and 
emotional health.



My Soul’s intervention brought forth the Divine Gift of Diamond Alignment which 
ultimately enabled me to heal the split within me and merge both worlds. I am now able 
to enjoy wealth in the material world while expressing my Spiritual Consciousness and 
wealth in the Spiritual world, without giving up the enjoyment and Freedom that come 
with material wealth.

The synergy of my worlds, now integrated as one, frees me to experience a wealth of 
energy and capacity to thrive spiritually, mentally, emotionally, physically and materially 
in a state of Joy and Equanimity. I call this phenomenon true Wealth of Being. This 
expanded experience of wealth is beyond any wealth I had experienced before. Wealth of 
Being is living with Passion and Purpose, intense color, creativity, freedom and fun. It is a 
fullness and richness of life that is both challenging and amazingly gratifying. The Wealth 
of Being I speak of is the ultimate gift of Diamond Alignment.

“Diamond Alignment ignites my inner Joy daily and fuels the creation of true 
Wealth of Being in my life. It is simple and works powerfully when consistently 
activated. It’s here for all who desire a fuller life and deeper meaning in this world.”



w e a lt h  o f  B e i n g  is living life full-out … being open to life … free of 
our limiting patterns. It is the ability to see the highest possibility in any situation 
and make it happen. It is waking up every day, feeling good and being excited about 
living another day. It is living in Appreciation and Gratitude for the ordinary and the 
extraordinary … acknowledging the Sacred in all. I believe the Joy and Magic of this 
Wealth of Being is within all of us as an ever-expanding possibility.

Jacqueline Joy
Creator and Founder
Diamond Alignment, A Sacred Technology

P.S. I invite you to step into the World of Diamond Alignment at …

www.DiamondAlignment.com

http://www.diamondalignment.com/home.php


g l o s s a r y

Alignment: Body, mind and Spirit aligned, working in harmony and unity.

AwAke: Able to see from a Soul-aligned perspective beyond our everyday 
horizontal perspective.

AwAkening: Experiencing a dramatic shift in our perception, beyond our everyday 
horizontal perspective to a Soul-aligned perspective.

CAll to AwAken: A powerful event or situation that calls us back into deeper 
Alignment with the Divine Power Within when we have been overly focused on the 
external world.

ClArity: Freedom from the confusion and distraction of the trance, allowing an 
uninterrupted flow of inspired Information from Source.

DiamonD alignment: 1) The state of being Connected and Aligned with the 
Diamond Self Within from which one is able to create true Wealth of Being while 
fully engaging in our horizontal physical world. 2) A Sacred Technology that delivers a 
concentrated dose of high-frequency Spiritual Energy via the Internet that Connects and 
Aligns all with the Highest Diamond Potential Within.

DiamonD alignment experience: A multi-sensory energy experience delivered via the 
Internet that clears your mind, relaxes your body and creates a sense of Inner Peace in 6 
minutes … activating connection and alignment with the Divine Power Within.



DiAmonD Blueprint: Our Soul’s Highest Potential and Purpose waiting to be 
actualized, which contains our unique talents and gifts that only we can express.

DiAmonD nAture within: The Divine Power Within – the indestructible, brilliant 
light of the Divine Within.

DiAmonD potentiAl: Our Divine Blueprint, our Soul’s Highest Potential.

DiAmonD Self within: The Divine Power Within – the indestructible, brilliant light 
of the Divine Within.

Divine Blueprint: Our Soul’s Highest Potential and Purpose waiting to be actualized, 
which contains our unique talents and gifts that only we can express.

Divine power: The Divine Energy that is the Core Energy of all that exists; the 
indestructible, brilliant light of the Divine Within.

Divine power within: The indestructible, brilliant light and energy of the 
Divine Within.

equAnimity: A state of inner harmony and balance that remains constant no matter 
what occurs around you.

freeDom: A state of liberation from the limitations of 
the trance and empowerment to live in the Truth of the Soul’s unlimited possibility.

fulfillment: A feeling of wholeness and contentment that comes from fully 
expressing the Soul’s Highest Potential and Purpose.



higheSt DiAmonD potentiAl: Our Divine Blueprint, our Soul’s Highest Potential.

horizontAl trAnCe: The unconscious condition of being overly focused on the 
external world such that clear reception and connection with the Divine Power Within 
is restricted.

Joy: The ecstatic feeling in the body that uplifts you and radiates good feeling into the 
world around you when the Diamond Self Within is fully expressed.

knowing: Direct Inspired Information from the Divine Power Within. 

SACreD teChnology: A Spiritually-based technology that assists us in living in a 
more evolved and advanced way.

vertiCAl Alignment: The state of being in Alignment with the Divine Power Within, 
the Source Energy of Heaven, Earth and All That Is.

wAke-up CAll: A powerful event or situation that calls us back into deeper Alignment 
with the Divine Power Within when we have been overly focused on the external world.

weAlth of Being: A state of inner and outer fulfillment, in which well-being is 
experienced … spiritually, mentally, emotionally, physically and materially in a state of 
Joy, Equanimity and Freedom.

wholeneSS: A state of total integration of human and Divine Self.

“yeS”: A full willingness to answer the Soul’s Call to evolve.


